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BFWG’s launch of London Association: A vision to a new horizon with younger women!

O

n the eve of the Girl Summit 2014, BFWG launched
its London Association with a line up of high profile
speakers - academics, entrepreneurs, social activists - who
together created a vision of how education, training and
support such as our scholarships transform women’s lives.

Jasvinder
Sanghera, CEO
Karma Nirvana,
Photo: Barbara
Jackson

Alex Blakemore, Professor of Human Molecular Genetics
at Imperial College London, said: “There are still fights to
be fought and battles to be won. There is still atrocious
representation of women in public life. I want to hear from
young women – what is your vision?”
The BFWG London Association is one of many local
groups across the UK fighting to improve the lives of girls
and women, particularly supporting women undertaking post
graduate study or research. BFWG President Dr Gloria Banner
said: “We have a significant challenge still on our hands - to
smash the glass ceiling, triple glazed as it is. We have great
strength as individuals but we can literally work miracles as
one large organisation. We need to increase our membership
– and that means reaching out to engage a more diverse and
younger community of women.”
Girl Summit 2014 keynote speaker, Jasvinder Sanghera,
a survivor of forced marriage and CEO of the charity Karma
Nirvana gave a moving account of her own story of avoiding
forced marriage. She emphasised the role of education in
creating a better future for girls.
The launch showcased the work of BFWG, including how
it is supporting women’s education in Afghanistan. Cynthia
Burek, Professor of GeoConservation at Chester University
and BFWG’s Co-ordinator of International Relations, said:
“We were determined to help women in Afghanistan. BFWG’s
Memorandum of Understanding and links with the University
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of Chester have led to a bursary for a female student from
Afghanistan to study for a PhD. Why a PhD? Because a title
opens doors.”
Other speakers
included Immediate
Past President Jenny
Morley, Gwenda Nicholas,
President Elect of the
National Council of
Women, who talked about
a vision for collaboration;
Dr Elizabeth Poskitt, Chair
of the BFWG Scholarship
Fund Trustees, who
talked about a vision for
education; Investment
professional and Asset
Management CEO of the
BFWG President (L) cutting the cake at
year (Global Investor)
the London Association launch,
Shachi Shah who spoke on
Photo: Southwick Media
engaging the young.
The BFWG President happily concluded the event by
cutting a cake. About a hundred people attended the
launch and we had a tremendous response from the young
attendees wanting to join the Federation through the London
Association. Further developments are in progress and we are
looking forward to increase our membership and a greater
involvement of the young to take it forward!
Caragh Salisbury (Southwick Media) & Sudha Srivastava

Keynote Speaker at AGM 2014:

Can you name ten famous women scientists?

Prof Cynthia
Burek,
Photo: Sudha
Srivastava

S

tanding
in at short notice for the Keynote Speaker who was
indisposed, Prof Cynthia Burek described an on-going research
collaboration with women scientists in Western Europe which
investigates public knowledge and recognition of women
scientists. The audience was invited to name ten women
scientists and recall the provenance of their knowledge. Most
found it difficult. Amongst those named were Marie Curie,
Rosalind Franklin, Barbara McClintock, Dorothy Hodgkin,
Maria Leptin and Rachel Carson.
Continued on Page 2
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From the Editor’s Desk

D

ear Members, greetings!
We had yet another eventful year
and a great start of the new academic year with
the grand launch of the London Association.
Congratulations to those involved and those
looking forward to it. It is the younger
generation together with the experienced
guidance of long standing members which
will take the Federation to new heights of
achievements by keeping pace with constantly
changing world. I was privileged to witness
this and in future can proudly say that I was
one of the founding London members!
Photo: Rupam Srivastava
In this issue, there are detailed reports on
various AGM events at Swansea including the Dylan Thomas evening, keynote speech,
business sessions, AGM workshops, conference dinner and Gower highlights. Also
reported are the London Launch, Research Presentations Day, a list of Scholarship
Award winners, the Strasbourg visit by BFWG members, UWE ‘Meet and Greet’,
Winchester Association’s initiative on Uganda education, a lively description of visit
to Worcester Cathedral and many more.
We look forward to the Westminster Seminar in November. There is a training
day being organised for all LAs and Independents to attend for free to get hands-on
expertise in attracting new members. Please see details on the front page of News
and a reply slip in the insert. Due to the high volume of articles, the News Working
Group decided to print the Bulletin Board at the back of the programme (please
see enclosed loose insert) to make space for articles. The standard template will be
resumed in the next issue.
Again, rounds of applause to contributors who continue to give life to the News.
I would encourage authors to ensure that the articles submitted are succinct,
preferably within the 250-300 word limit. A picture speaks a thousand words and
makes News livelier and colourful. So, keep sending high resolution photos of the
events and activities. Thank you.
Sudha Srivastava, Editor

Continued from Page 1
So far the survey of around a thousand people shows recall of women scientists
is very limited. Not only is there a national bias but also a north/south distinction
across Europe as to who is recalled. Several reasons for this have been posited.
Only 15 per cent of those interviewed claimed to have been taught about women
scientists at school. Personalities named by those surveyed were often women who
had made personal public appearances on, for example, TV. Some were from the very
few women Fellows of the Royal Society. Only in 1945 were Kathleen Lonsdale and
Marjory Stephenson elected as the first women Fellows of the Royal Society although
the Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act 1919 had made it illegal for an incorporated
society to refuse admission on the grounds of an individual’s sex or marital status.
The researchers claim that it is imperative to raise the profiles of women scientists
in order to provide role models. There is a need to improve the public image. Media
reports tend to emphasise the ‘feminine’ characteristics rather than the scientific
achievements. Professor Burek drew members’ attention to the humorous Google
Doodles and the production, by Lego, of mini-models of women scientists. Books for
further reading are: Phillips P. (1990) The Scientific Lady: A Social History of Women’s
Interests 1520-1918, Alic M. (1986) Hypatia’s Heritage: A History of Women in Science
from Antiquity to the late 19th century.
Margaret Smeaton, Worcestershire

Keynes Prize awarded by
Canterbury Association
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Each year the Canterbury Association asks
Keynes College UKC (University of Kent at
Canterbury) to nominate a female second year
student to receive £150 in recognition of her
academic commitment and achievements.
This year the Psychology Department
nominated Holly Summers. The prize was
presented to Holly on 23rd May 2014 by Janet
Bentley (CAWG President) before a good
representation of tutors and colleagues from
Keynes.
Kate Amos, Canterbury

President’s Diary

D

ear Members,

I feel greatly honoured to take up the baton as the new
President of BFWG in this beautiful summer of 2014. After
nearly forty years of membership of the Federation, I
have gained deep appreciation of the friendship, support,
opportunities and indeed the education that the Federation
has offered me.
It is a cause of concern, however, that very few people
seem to have heard of The British Federation of Women
Graduates! Inspection of our archives reveals the enormity of
contributions made since 1907 to improve the lives of women
and girls. How can we have been so overlooked in public
consciousness?
A significant change in our approach would appear
imperative. However, Change is not made without
inconvenience, even from worse to better (Quoted by Johnson
in the Preface to the English Dictionary). Momentous changes
this summer such as making forced marriage a criminal
offence and the final approval for women to become bishops
are the well deserved outcomes of the actions of courageous
determined women. Each member in our Federation has to
become an equally active and determined contributor in
creating a new vision for women and education.
How can we take practical and productive steps to realise
this vision? Firstly, we have to become a viable voice again
which means doubling our membership in the next two
years. At executive level, current activity to achieve this
involves factors such as: solid teamwork involving in-depth
discussion for prudent investment, the encouragement of
professionally managed publicity projects, the giving of
practical help to all members to activate their talents. In
addition, the Management Team is developing international
links and working towards a focussed common cause with
other women’s organisations.
In May 1963, the University Women’s Review stated The
Strength of the Federation is in its Branches. That still holds
true today. Only by the executive and the local associations
working closely together as an indefatigable team can we
hope to build on past achievements and forge forward.
As a first step in considering how every member can begin
to make a difference, the Management Team has planned a

Education Uganda
“IFUW is seeking to launch a pilot project - the Teacher
Training Initiative (TTI) - in collaboration with one of its
National Federations or Associations (NFAs). The TTI aims
to increase access to quality rural education in lower/
lower middle income countries through teacher training and
development, advocacy and the empowerment of women and
girls.”
L-R: Chris Miles, Alice
Nabyre, Sue Ouvry, Kathy
Spikes (peeping out) and
Beatrice Aguti (also from
Uganda and studying for
a PhD in Engineering at
Southampton University),
Photo: Rory Haigh

The Southern Region joint project to support Education
Uganda is almost exactly in line with the IFUW initiative.
Education Uganda was set up to introduce more modern
teaching methods to a rural area in Uganda called Kasese. By
giving small slates and chalk for pupils they made it possible
to teach in a more interactive way. They had two staff in
Uganda, a coordinator and an administrator/driver. As they
grew, they wished to employ another part time coordinator

free
seminar/training
session on Saturday 8th
November presented by
Lalita Taylor of Southwick
Media entitled: Attracting
New Members; A Training
Day for Local Associations
and Regional Reps.
The event is free and is
aimed at demonstrating to
members such things as how
Local Associations can
• become inviting and
Photo: Sudha Srivastava
dynamic
• create welcoming programmes
• offer opportunities not to be missed by young graduates
leaving the stimulating interdisciplinary company and
environment of their University
• set up local Research Presentation days akin to the
successful London day
• organise Travel Bursaries
• investigate how to develop and exploit our international
connections.
We hope members attending this event will ‘cascade’ on
return to their local association and broadcast our many USPs
(Unique Selling Points). Let us move forward and proclaim our
value to others.
Current marketing strategies and technology have much to
offer the Federation to support this process. Did you find our
videos of the Research Presentations Day, the 2014 Swansea
AGM and the London Launch inspiring and informative? We
have over a hundred participants at the London Launch
awaiting further developments.
We can no longer afford to be like a new group - the
humblebrags (individuals who are dreadful at Maths) (The
Times 15th August 2014). Numbers are important to us if we
are to reach out and engage a younger and more diverse
community of women. The fruit of our friendship has to
contribute not just to our social and personal enhancement
but to the economic and social well-being of women.
Gloria Banner, President
and our contribution was to give a part of the salary for the
new post, on the understanding that the assistant coordinator
would be female.
Alice Nabyre, who was appointed to the post, visited
Winchester on 3rd July, so about ten WWG members were
able to meet her together with two of the Education Uganda
Trustees. We were all very impressed with Alice. She spoke
about her work visiting the many primary schools in Kasese
district and sometimes training teachers in a local secondary
school which had electricity for her PowerPoint and DVD
presentations of good practice in the use of the small slates.
Alice emphasised her position as a role model for the girls
as they rarely met a woman in such a powerful post. The
project now reaches all the primary schools in Kasese - 200,000
students. Schools may be state schools or private, Christian
or Muslim or non-denominational. The trustees of Education
Uganda see Alice’s role as crucial and hope to continue to
employ her, preferably full time. There is still a great need
for coordination, training new teachers and introducing new
ideas.
The project has been closely monitored and results show
more students staying on at school and more achieving the
grades needed to go on to secondary school. From being a
backwater region, some schools in Kasese are now reaching
the standards of the best schools in Kampala.
Kathy Spikes, Winchester
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EUROPEAN NEWS
BFWG Visit to Strasbourg 6th – 9th MAY 2014

A

group of seventeen, including two husbands, travelled
to Strasbourg for the purpose of visiting three European
institutions - the European Court of Human Rights, the Council
of Europe and the European Parliament.

Photo: Gillian Hilton

The visit to the European Court of Human Rights took
place on our first morning. Here we were shown a film about
the Court - The Conscience of Europe - which was followed
by a presentation on the role and work of the Court by a
lawyer at the Court’s Registry. We learned that the Court
deals mainly with cases brought by private citizens against
their particular State.
After lunch in a nearby restaurant, we presented ourselves
at the Council of Europe which was the first of the European

bodies to be founded in 1949, primarily as a discussion centre,
producing recommendations for future legislation. Here we
were taken to the Debating Chamber (not in use at the time).
All debates are open to the public and since 2011 there has
been electronic voting. The visit to the Chamber was followed
by a lecture on ‘The Role of the Council of Europe in the
European Political Landscape’.
The second day of our visit to Strasbourg began with a
2-hour guided sightseeing tour of the old city centre starting
with the Gothic Cathedral of Notre Dame, constructed out of
sandstone and at one time the world’s tallest building. The
interior impresses with its cross-ribbed vaulting, huge rose
window and astronomical clock. The Grand Ile, which lies
close by, with its narrow cobbled streets and brightly coloured
half-timbered houses, is surrounded by canals, crossed by
numerous bridges, and known locally as ‘Little Venice’. It
is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site. After lunching in a
traditional restaurant on the local ‘tarte flambée’ we took the
tram to the European Parliament building for our final visit.
The European Parliament meets here for plenary sessions
once a month, transferring everything from Brussels, its main
headquarters, and back again.
On a lighter note, there was time every evening for
socialising and dining out either at restaurants close to the
hotel, in the city centre, reached easily by tram, or in the
hotel itself and some even found the time and energy to do a
boat tour of the canals.
Sheila Youngs, N. London/S. Herts. LA
Note: There are detailed reports on The Council of Europe by
Heather Hawkes, The European Court of Human Rights by Cynthia
Short and The European Parliament by Sue Ouvry available on the
BFWG website.

UWE ‘Meet and Greet’ in Amsterdam, 9th -11th May 2014

N

early forty members from ten European countries,
including two from the British Federation, accepted
the invitation from the President, Edith Lommerse, to attend
a weekend meeting in the capital of The Netherlands.
The programme began on Friday evening with a reception
at Edith’s house and was in part a celebration of Europe
Day, May 9th, which marks the anniversary of the Schuman
Declaration in 1950 leading to the birth of the European
Coal and Steel Community which grew eventually into the
European Union.
On Saturday, at the Borneo Architecture Centre, the
President reminded us of the aims of the University Women
of Europe, founded in 1981. It helps to fund the European
Women’s Lobby (EWL), has participative status at the Council
of Europe and can lobby all EU institutions as deemed
necessary. (New website: www.uweboard.wordpress.org).
There followed a talk by Pierrette Pape, Interim Coordinator
of the EWL on the work of the EWL. This is concerned with
protecting all women and it organises days of action to push
for legislation for an end to violence against women, rape
and prostitution. A newsletter is produced regularly on their
website: www.womenlobby.org. Vera John-Mikalowjeski
(Germany), UWE Vice-President, then spoke about the
European Council versus the European Parliament.
The forthcoming UWE AGM in Bucharest from 4th–7th
September was introduced by the Romanian CER, Tatiana
Isoo, with the theme ‘Quality Education for All in Europe’.
IFUW: 10 rue du Lac, 1207 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 00 41 22-731 23 80 Fax: 00 41 22-738 04 40
Email: ifuw@ifuw.org www.ifuw.org
Office hours: 08:30 - 16:30 Monday to Thursday
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During the day, for those willing to brave the inclement
weather, there was a guided walk by a VVAO member around
the immediate area, known for its prize-winning designs
for domestic housing. In the evening we were treated to an
excellent meal in a nearby Chinese restaurant.
Sunday morning
was devoted to
helping members
who had brought
their laptops in
the use of the
Internet. Those who
had booked the
optional trip in the
afternoon went by
coach to the Dekker
chrysanthemum
farm to the
north of Amsterdam,
one of the world’s
largest propagators of
chrysanthemums.

Monica Dodds (L) and Sheila Youngs
(R) with Rosy van der Vlies, President
of Amesterdam branch of VVAO,
Photo: Edith Lommerse

Altogether, this was a friendly and informative visit.
Thanks to the excellent organisation by the UWE President,
her committee, and members of the Dutch Federation several
of whom provided very welcome home hospitality.
Sheila Youngs, N. London/S. Herts. LA
CER/UWE Representative 2013-2016
Heather Hawkes, BEd (North London and South Herts)

hhawkes@bfwg.org.uk

CIR/IFUW Council Member 2012 -2015

Cynthia Burek, c.burek@bfwg.org.uk

Visit to the Stonemasons’ Yard:
Worcester Cathedral

Research Presentations Day

O

n May 17th, we were taken on a mind enhancing journey
from The Cult of Artemis to Nanotoxicology and to a
novel method to detect misfiled alpha-synuclein in Parkinson’s
disease at BFWG HQ. It was particularly hard for the judges
to choose this year’s winner as all presentations were of prize
winning level. However, there is only one prize and the judges
selected Joanna Niziolomski from Cranfield University.

Christel
Moor (L)
presenting
award to
RPD winner
(R), Photo:
Southwick
Media

Joanna aspires to make a significant contribution to the
understanding of our natural environment and to ensuring its
future sustainability. Her presentation was entitled: Keeping
soil in the field: runoff and erosion management from UK row
crops.
Our thanks to Elizabeth Poskitt who did a sterling job
organising the Day; to Ellie Cosgrave, NCW SpeakOut winner and
co-founder of Sciencegrrl for presenting the highlights video;
and to Southwick Media for filming this. Of course, the biggest
thanks go to the women who came to present their research, to
the audience for their participation and to our panel of judges.
Do watch and share the video (on BFWG website) with
friends. Also, note that Liverpool is hosting an Academic
Presentations Day on Saturday 11th October (Please see details
on the Bulletin Board of this News).
Lalita Taylor, Southwick Media

O

n Tuesday 15th July, a dozen
members of Worcestershire
Association visited the Stonemasons’
Yard. Denise Mylechreest introduced
us to Mark Richards, one of the longestworking and most highly-qualified
Stonemasons, who greeted us warmly
on that beautiful sunny afternoon.
We went to the Stone Yard first,
with stone already cut into small or
large blocks piled up on each side –
of different colours and different
origins, because finding replacement
stone on a ‘like for like’ basis means
travelling to quarries up and down
Britain to find stone of the correct Photo: Andrew N. Gagg (FRPS)
colour, quality and durability. Thus
sandstone from Scotland and from Cumbria has been brought
south together with stone from the Forest of Dean and other
specialist English quarries.
The Workshop was amazing with its huge circular saw,
different chisels and hammers, drawings and plans, pieces of
damaged gargoyles, carved ball-flower ornament and parts of
pinnacles – all waiting to be restored. On parts of the old fabric
we could see erosion and damage to the stonework caused
by iron used in the Victorian restoration, and the elements
themselves continue their assault on the Cathedral from all
sides. From the garth – the internal garden of the cloisters - we
saw the extended work which had gone into the renovation.
Work on the parapets has also just started, replacing the twentyfour intricately carved pinnacles which were taken down in the
nineteen-thirties because of internal erosion.
We finally went to the city side – the north side of the
Cathedral – to admire the work which had been done on
the north-east corner, with its two fine new pinnacles. The
north-west part, almost facing the River Severn, was clad in
scaffolding – further evidence of the continuing work to restore
and preserve this famous and beautiful Cathedral. Our thanks
go to Denise Mylechreest for organising this most pleasant and
informative visit.
Anne-Marie Robinson, Worcestershire Association

BFWG Scholarship (Academic Award) Winners 2014: Total money awarded is £36,000
Award Holder

Institute

Awarded

Title of Research

Jyoti Nangalia

Department of Haematology,
University of Cambridge

Johnstone & Florence
Stoney Studentship £6000

The genomic landscape and evolution of
myeloproliferative neoplasms

Sneha Rhode

Department of Materials Science &
Metallurgy, University of Cambridge

Mary Kearsley
Scholarship - £5000

Dislocation core structures of III nitrides

Sirio Canós-Donnay

Institute of Archaeology,
University College London

Eila Campbell
Scholarship - £5000

Historical landscapes of High Casamance: shifting
sedentism and socio-political change in southern Senegal

Temilola Alanamu

Department of History,
University of Exeter

Kathleen Hall Fellowship
- £4000

‘Before the white men came’: the gendered life-cycle
in nineteenth century Yorubaland

Xiaojing Chen

Dental Physical Sciences Unit, School Margaret KB Day
of Medicine & Dentistry, Queen Mary, Scholarship - £4000
University of London

Novel halide containing bio-glasses for dental
applications

Helen Pennington

Department of Life Sciences,
Imperial College London

Second Johnstone
& Florence Stoney
Studentship - £4000

Investigating the interactors of the Blumeria effector
BEC1054

Penelope Barter

School of Divinity,
University of St Andrews

Beryl Mavis Green
Scholarship - £2000

Ezekiel 20 and the composition of the Torah

Julie Hope

Sediment Ecology Research Group,
Scottish Oceans Institute, University
of St Andrews

Second Eila Campbell
Fellowship - £2000

The biological influences on sediment erosion and
transport

Katherine Hubbard

School of Psychology,
University of Surrey

Mary Bradburn
Scholarship - £2000

The Rorschach Ink Blot Test in Britain in the 20th
century

Stevie Marsden

Stirling Centre for International
Publishing and Communication,
University of Stirling

Elen Wynne Vanstone
Scholarship - £2000

The Saltire Society literary awards 1982 – 2015
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BFWG AGM & CONFERENCE 2014

T

Business Sessions

Conference Dinner

T

he minutes of the AGM available on the website
provide a formal record of proceedings. In the course
of receiving and approving management team and executive
reports it was very encouraging to hear about the forthcoming
launch of the London Association, a promising event with high
profile speakers. The accounts for 2013 and budgets/forecasts
for 2014 and 2015 were explained and there was discussion
of the work of Southwick Media in helping to increase our
visibility.
It was a nice
change to have
no domestic and
four
general
resolutions
this year, and
the
discussion
provoked
was
wide-ranging
and interesting.
All
resolutions
were
passed.
The first was a
renewed call for
Photo: Barbara Jackson
implementation
of UN Security
Council resolution 1325, now 14 years old and reinforced by
resolution 2122 last year which recognised continuing failure to
act as agreed: women must be included in peace-making. The
resolution on mitochondrial research was broadly welcomed
but did highlight some deeply held concerns, this being a
potentially very divisive issue. With some clarifications and
assurance of safeguards we agreed that the research offers
hope to many. The third resolution supported the specific
inclusion of gender equality and women’s empowerment in
setting the Sustainable Development Goals, the UN’s follow
up to the Millennium Development Goals which run until 2015.
Lastly, we welcomed new UK legislation about forced marriage
and urged action to enforce the new law, noting that previous
legislation on (for example) FGM has taken many years to
translate into actual prosecutions of perpetrators.

he BFWG 104th AGM was held at Swansea University,
from where we took the coach on a damp evening, and
we travelled west to Oxwich, where the dinner was held at the
Oxwich Bay Hotel. The hotel garden had a superb view to the
beach which we admired from indoors!

Business sessions also included the AGM of our subsidiary Funds
for Women Graduates and a public meeting of the Scholarship Fund
Trustees, both with much good news on awards given and women
supported: a very valuable aspect of BFWG’s work. Workshops
covered directors’ responsibilities (for potential executive
members), long term research into ageing and dementia, our
knowledge of and response to the plight of Afghan women, and
the changing circumstances and expectations of education.
Margaret Middlemass, Leeds

The talk was very much in line with what members believe
and fits in with the aims and objectives of the Federation.
The reply on behalf of the Federation came from President
Jenny Morley, at her last AGM as President. She celebrated
the achievements of the past three years and emphasised
that without her Management Team, it would have been an
impossible goal. The evening definitely ended on very high
note.
Aisha Alshawaf, VP

The meal started with a grace given by Monica Dodds,
followed by a delicious three course meal. The toast to our
guests was proposed by Dr Gloria Banner BWFG President
Elect. The reply and a toast were given on behalf of the guests
by Diane Kelly, Professor of Microbiology at the Institute of
Life Science, part of the College of Medicine of the University
of Swansea.
Diane’s research is mainly into antifungal treatment but
the focus of her talk was the Athena Swan Charter which is a
topic close to our hearts, as this is a scheme that recognises
and celebrates opportunities for women working in Science,
Technology, Engineering, Maths and Medicine (STEMM) in
higher education and research in UK universities.
Diane explained that the aim of the scheme is to promote
good practice and sustainable progression in gender equality,
and that it has three levels of awards: bronze, silver and
gold. The
scheme also
promotes
change in
attitudes to
enable women
to progress
in their own
careers.
Through the
scheme, focus
groups are
formed within
each committed
Photo: Barbara Jackson
university to act as peer mentors to
promote gender equality in higher
management positions in the academic environment.

AGM & Conference: Feedback and Postscript

T

he feedback from members on the AGM and Conference
made pleasant reading for the organisers. All
highlighted the friendly atmosphere, good organisation, venue,
accommodation and the accompanying social programme.
There was justified criticism of the unsatisfactory acoustic
in the conference room. As the room is wired for surround
sound the university does not supply PA systems or roving mikes
although they had been requested. A great disappointment
was the sudden serious illness of our keynote speaker. Prof.
Cynthia Burek came to the rescue and presented the findings
of her Royal Society project on women in science. All members
appreciated the fact that we were able to put on four workshops
with interesting and stimulating topics for discussion. As we
also had four General Resolutions to debate and pass, there
were considerable time constraints. There were requests for
more discussion of the Resolutions prior to voting and a crisper
approach in dealing with contributions from the floor. We
welcome these observations and aim to do better next year!
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The efforts of the Swansea Association were much
appreciated. The proceeds from the Bring & Buy and the
Raffle were divided equally between Water Aid and Wales Air
Ambulance and donations of £150 each have been gratefully
received.
The meeting on Saturday was enhanced by the presence of
the Southwick Media team. Their work resulted in a splendid
video of the day, a very valuable record & recruiting tool for us.
Christel Moor, the conference treasurer, would like us to
know that ‘as so many members attended and enjoyed the full
conference there is a surplus, half of which goes to the Swansea
Association in gratitude for all their hard work’. The Swansea
members who participated and helped thoroughly enjoyed
being involved and experiencing at firsthand what BFWG means
and does. It has been a great pleasure to arrange the AGM &
Conference and I thank everybody for attending, assisting and
contributing in numerous ways to the success of the event.
Gabrielle Suff, VP

AGM Workshops

M

What is Quality Education?

odern quality education is seen as a collaborative
experience of children and teacher, where learners are
actively involved in making contributions as well as receiving
knowledge. Presented by Dr Gloria Banner, the workshop
explored the reasons why children do not develop skills
and achieve what teachers know is within their intelligence
capacity. Using research and the findings of UNICEF,
educationalists such as Jean Piaget, and the psychologist
Dr Frank Pearson, discussed at the 2014 ELSIN (Education,
Learning, Styles, Individual differences Network) Conference
at the University of the West of Scotland, Dr Banner explored
what is lacking in the classroom environment and holding back
learners and teachers.
Learners are held back by lack of self-esteem, anxiety,
and pupil/teacher interaction. Nervousness, fear of making
mistakes, and worry come from pressures of hard work, family
expectations, government emphasis on the need to get high
grades and the importance of good jobs. Dr Pearson’s research
stressed the importance of human sense; of dialogue between
teacher and learner; of creating a partnership good for both;
and of enjoyment in learning and educational achievement.
It also recognised that giving children a voice when they are
immature or lack experience depends on providing access to
knowledge and the skills to use it, thus enabling learners to
build cumulative dialogue.
The ensuing lively discussion considered how we create
a learning culture instead of an accountability structure,
recognising the related needs of teachers, learners and society.
Johanna Procter, Swansea & District LA

Cognitive Function and Ageing Study

from 83 per cent to 65 per cent since 2011 but significantly
it had increased in care settings. The question was asked (no
definite answer was given) whether this latter increase was
due to the individual developing the symptoms before or after
going into care settings.
Sheila Youngs, N. London/S. Herts. LA

Directors’ Training

T

his was a very useful exercise. Current, outgoing and
incoming directors of BFWG attended, and, as hoped,
contributed to a lively discussion of the draft document
previously circulated to them.
The document enumerates the sections of the Companies
Act 2006 that spell out the duties of company directors and
comments on them. There was general agreement that the
sections that require most attention within BFWG are 173
Duty to exercise independent judgment and 175 Duty to
avoid conflicts of interest. The two-tier structure of BFWG, in
which we do not have one member one vote, and the fact that
directors are chosen in different ways, means that we must
look very carefully at these particular duties. It was agreed
that we should:
•

Make the legal duties of directors better known within
BFWG, not only to directors themselves, but also more
widely to the membership

•

There should be clear job descriptions for all officeholders that should include these legal requirements

•

In addition, we should be better at passing on knowledge
from one generation of office-holders to the next

•

Susan Miles will amend the draft document, and also
prepare a short piece for the next issue of News.

T

his workshop was run by two researchers (pictured) of
the College of Human and Health Sciences Department
of Swansea University. They started by explaining that older
people are living longer and form a greater proportion of
the population than ever before. A project is underway in
conjunction with Cambridge University to establish what factors
are important for healthy ageing. There is some evidence that
having a higher level of education, remaining active, physically
and mentally, having
a more active social
life
and
being
bilingual can be
protective in later
life.
Tests have been
devised to determine
the cognitive and
physical function of
people over 65 by
interviewing people
on a one to one basis Emma Richards (L) and Clarissa Phillipart (R),
in their own home.
Photo: Sudha Srivastava
Such interviews last
approximately two and a half hours with the results recorded
on a laptop to be analysed at a later date. There followed
a session of audience participation during which we were
subjected to examples of such tests.
The results of the interviews are being compared to those
obtained from a similar survey carried out in 2011. They
are shown under the headings of Prevalence, Incidence,
Risk Factors and Dementia. It was found that prevalence of
cognitive and physical malfunction had actually diminished

Susan Miles, VP

Afghanistan

E

ighteen members took part in the workshop run
by Cynthia Burek and helped by Gill Ramsay. Two
questionnaires were sent around first to ascertain what people
knew about Afghanistan before we started. The participants
were asked to name four things they knew about Afghanistan.
Results came up as, 1) Centre of the opium trade, 2) War and
the Taliban, 3) Girls and women are unequal, 4) Had read books
on the subject such as ‘The Kite Runner’, ‘Sewing Circle of
Herat’, ‘A Thousand Splendid Suns’, ‘The Bookseller of Kabul’
and ‘Three Cups of Tea’. One person had been to Afghanistan.
Then there was a short PowerPoint presentation as
background to Afghanistan and we discussed how we could
help at three different levels. In a second questionnaire, they
had to write suggestions for action at the three different
levels - nationally, locally and personally - on a piece of paper
and discuss these. Results were as follows:
Nationally: People suggested raising funds, BFWG
Workshops’ lobbying, working with other 6-O groups, using
media to follow up from IFUW.
Locally: Setting up a book group or choosing to read some of
the books mentioned, study topic on Afghanistan, asking about
local Afghani students and how many there are at different
universities and what level they are at and their gender, hold
a study day and contacting the media about events.
Personally: Fund raising, raising awareness and talking to
others about Afghanistan, networking and reading more about
the topic. Eight people wanted to help further.
Prof Cynthia Burek, CIR
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An Evening with Dylan Thomas

A

visit to Swansea, the birthplace of Dylan Thomas, in
the centenary year of his birth, would not have been
right without some mention of him. Better than that we were
able to connect more closely with him through some of his own
words, brought to us by two members of local theatres, Adrian
and Drina. We heard excerpts from the scenes of his childhood,
his family and schooldays and on to some of the broadcasts
he made during World War II. A moving rendering of part of
the journey made after his first visit back to Swansea after
the three day Blitz of October 1941 brought the devastation
and loss alive. Eli Jenkins’ final prayer brought an enjoyable
evening to a close. I was left marvelling afresh at the love
Dylan had for words and the way in which he could use them
to such effect. What a loss his early death was to literature.
Nesta Farrow, President - Sutton Coldfield

Gower Highlights

O

n Sunday afternoon twenty six of us, in an assortment
of vehicles, made our way to the wide sweep of Rhossili
Bay, breathtakingly high above the beach below with its
‘matchstick’ men, women and dogs!

Lauren Williams,

the NCW Wales competition
winner was presented with a BFWG book voucher of £60
and free membership for one year by Jenny Morley, at the
Swansea AGM. Lauren graduated with LLB Honours in Law
and French from Cardiff University in July 2014. During
her time on this course, she spent a year studying at the
Université de Picardie Jules Verne in Amiens, France. She
is hoping to go into the public relations/communications
industry, having worked with local media and, more
recently, the University’s PR office.
Sudha Srivastava, Editor

Lauren Williams
with NCW
President Elect
Gwenda Nicholas
(L) and Jenny
Morley (R), Photo:
Barbara Jackson

Worm’s head, Rhossili: Seated are Dr Norma Moore and Jean
Melrose, Photo: Rory Haigh

One or two adventurous souls went down for a closer look
whilst most of us ambled over the Worm’s Head Peninsula to
the coastguard station. There was some sunshine and it was
blowy - a welcome change from sitting inside university rooms
during the previous forty eight hours. Above all, it gave us a
chance to enjoy friendships and exchange news and views.
We were more than ready for tea and cakes, or other liquid
refreshment, at the Worm’s Head Hotel, overlooking the
National Trust’s ‘Parsonage’ within the bay. Fascinating to see
it in actuality rather than on a N.T. calendar! We ended our
trip at the ‘Grape and Olive’ on the twenty seventh floor of the
modern tower overlooking Swansea Bay. It was a beautiful way
to finish our weekend, chatting over our nibbles with the sun’s
rays obliquely catching the waves and the headland around
the lighthouse. Thank you, Gabrielle, for the memories.
Jean Cockling, Reading Association of Women Graduates

A

End of an Era at FfWG

t the close of the FfWG Annual General Meeting in
Swansea on Sunday 13th July, Val Considine retired
after completing twenty three years of service.

Secretary, found herself coping with another move, which
meant home-based work for both herself and the Grants
Administrator (Jean Collett Flatt).

Val had enjoyed a successful twenty year career in
industry and commerce when she chose to move to the
charity sector, joining Crosby Hall in 1991. She joined at a
very trying time, since the Greater London Council was intent
upon selling the freehold of the Hall and the Governors were
outbid by a wealthy individual who eventually also bought
the property off BFWG. These few words convey little of
the stress, anxiety and eventual disappointment which filled
the months of meetings, negotiations and, sadly, eventual
disappointment at the loss of an asset which had been of such
crucial importance to the Governors and the Federation.

John
Matthews,
Chairman
of the FfWG
Board,
presenting
a farewell
gift to Val
Considine
Photo: Anna
Frost

Val played a modest but typically efficient part during this
difficult period, but went on to play a key role as Crosby Hall
became a grant-making organisation, changed its name to
the BFWG Charitable Foundation and moved into temporary
premises in Museum Street before acquiring a charming
Georgian house in Great James Street, Bloomsbury. The first
grant was awarded in 1993 amid the noise, dust and grime
of much-needed restoration work at the new headquarters.
When the Board decided to sell the Great James Street
premises in 2006 (happily at the top of the property market),
Val, in addition to her invaluable expertise as Company
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Throughout more than two decades, Val has provided
professional services of the highest order to a succession of
Governors. Her skill, charm and tact will be sorely missed, as
will her dedication to and belief in the Charitable Foundation
and its aims. At the close of the AGM, some modest gifts were
presented to Val in appreciation of her years of service.
John Matthews, FfWG Chairman

BFWG News is printed on
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certified paper

BRITISH FEDERATION OF WOMEN GRADUATES
PROGRAMME: AUTUMN NEWS 2014
Please visit BFWG website regularly.
Any changes in the programme will be updated on the website.

2014 Diary Dates
2 September			

6-O Meeting at Mandeville Courtyard

4-7 September		

UWE Meeting Bucharest

`

8 September			

Management Team Meeting

1 October			

Inaugural Meeting of London Association 				

11 October			

Academic Presentation Day Liverpool Association

4 November			

Finance Committee Meeting

8 November			

Training Day with Southwick Media at Mandeville Courtyard

18 November 			

AM - Visit to Charles Dickens Museum or

				

Visit to the British Library Conservation Studio

18 November			

PM - Westminster Seminar at House of Lords followed by

				

Sybil Campbell Collection Annual Lecture at University Women’s Club

18 November			

10:30 - 12:15 - ‘Strictly Democracy’

				at: Rotary Club of London, 6 York Gate, London NW1 4QG. (This is an additional
				

free event in Parliament Week. Please refer to the BFWG website.)

2015 Diary Dates
10 February			

6-O Meeting

7 March			

Management Team Meeting

14 March			

Executive Meeting

21 March			

Mercia & Wales Region Meeting in Cardiff

28 March			

Northern Region Meeting in Leeds

April (tbc)			

European Day

25 April				

Southern Region Meeting in Winchester

16 May				

Research Presentations Day at BFWG HQ

June (tbc)			

Management Team Meeting

10-12 July			

AGM & Conference Birmingham University



BFWG BOOKING FORM: AUTUMN NEWS 2014
.....................................................................................................................Cut here
BOOKING FORM: ATTRACTING NEW MEMBERS
Hands-on training for LAs and Independents

Saturday 8th November 2014
11:00 – 15:00 at BFWG Headquarters
Presenter: Lalita Taylor, Southwick Media

Please reply to office@bfwg.org.uk or return slip to HQ Office by 3rd November.
The event is FREE. Please bring your own lunch. Tea and Coffee provided.
Name: ...............................................................Tel: .............................................................
Address: ...............................................................................................................................
Email: ..................................................................................................................................
LA/Ind/Corp: ..........................................................................................................................

								i		

BFWG Bulletin Board
Mercia & Wales Regional Meeting

Westminster Seminar

Saturday 21 March 2015

Sponsor - Baroness Shephard of Northwold

st

11:00 – 15:00, Cardiff Bay
Arranged by the Swansea Association

‘A Woman’s Right to Education’
House of Lords Tuesday 18th November 14:00 –15:30
followed by Afternoon Tea in the Attlee Room.

Further details in Winter 2014-15 News and on the BFWG
Website. Or contact Gabrielle Suff Tel: 01792 208979; Email:
office@bfwg.org.uk

Information about this year’s Westminster Seminar
and the Booking Form were published in Spring/
Summer News.
This is a REMINDER to send in your bookings as soon as
possible but at the latest by 25th October. Places are
being taken up fast. The attendance list for the Tea
has to be submitted on 28th October.

Northern Region AGM
Saturday 28th March 2015

Castle Grove Masonic Hall, Moor Road, Leeds LS6 4BP
Details will be available in
Winter 2014/15 BFWG News and on the BFWG website
Contact: Gillian Roche on Tel: 0113 261 4564 or Email:
office@bfwg.org.uk

The two confirmed Speakers are:
Juliet Lyon CBE, Director of the Prison Reform Trust:
Education a Route out of Trouble
Ruth Spellman OBE, Chief Executive of WEA: The Effect
of Funding Cuts on Access to Education for Women

London Association
Inaugural Meeting

Any updates will appear on the BFWG website. Also, there
are places still available for the morning visit to the Charles
Dickens House in Bloomsbury.

Wednesday 1 October 2014, 17:00
st

Venue: Royal College of Surgeons of England,
35-43 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London WC2A 3PE
Contact: aisha.alshawaf@bfwg.org.uk

For any queries, please contact Gabrielle Suff on
Tel: 01792 208979 or Email: office@bfwg.org.uk

Tuesday 18th November Morning Visits

Eastern Regional Meeting

11:00 – 12:00 Visit to the Dickens Museum; please send a
cheque of £6 made out to G. Suff with your booking.

Due to unforeseen circumstances, the Eastern
Regional Meeting which was to be held on 18th October
has been postponed until Spring 2015.
Details will follow in Winter 2014-15 News.

10:30 – 11:30 Visit to the Conservation Studio of the British
Library. This is a special free visit but limited to 12 people.
Please indicate on your Booking Form if you would like to
join this visit.

Lincoln & Lincolnshire Association of
Women Graduates is delighted to announce that a sum
of £700 was raised at the Coffee Morning in August 2014
for The Northern Region African Schoolgirl Project.

The Southern Region website has been
incorporated into the BFWG website. Southern Region
news may be accessed from the BFWG website Activities
menu Southern Region option.

Academic Presentation Day
and
North West Annual Meeting

Sybil Campbell Annual Lecture
(Topic and Speaker Postponed from last year)
Dr Helen McCarthy
A Woman’s Place is in the Embassy
The History of Women in British Diplomatic Life

Saturday 11th October 2014
10:00 – 15:45
Hollins Hey Hotel
191 Victoria Road, New Brighton, CH45 0JY
(Opposite New Brighton Station)

Tuesday 18th November 2014

University Women’s Club, 2 Audley Square
London WIY 6DB
18:00 Arrival, sandwiches and drinks
18:30 Lecture
£18, Postgraduate students £10

Accommodation available in hotel (Tel: 01516911171)
Excellent hot buffet lunch and refreshments

Cost £25 for the day

Four runners up of the North West 2014 Travel Bursary

Please apply by 10th October, giving names of guests and
enclosing SAE and cheque made payable to ‘University of
Winchester’; write on the back ‘Attention Dr S Spencer’.

present their research and compete for prizes

Lecture by the 2014 Bursary winner
Enquiries: E C Smith Tel: 01516781620 or Email:
office@bfwg.org.uk

Post to: Dr S Spencer, Faculty of Education, Health and
Social Care, University of Winchester, West Hill, Winchester
Hants. SO224NR, Tel: 01962 827125
Anyone wishing to have dinner at the club after the lecture
should book and pay directly with the club.

Updated version of the BFWG Directory 2014-2015
is NOW available on the Members Only area of the
BFWG website.
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